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POST-FLIGHTDATA DISTRIBUTIONSYSTEM

Joseph W. Lloyd Jr.

ABSTRACT

Desktop Processors (IBM PC, PC-compatible, and Macintosh) have made a major
impact on how the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD},
Patuxent River engineering community performs their work in aircraft weapons tests.
The personal processors are utilized by the flight-test engineers not only for report
preparation, but also for post-flight Engineering Unit (EU) data reduction and
analysis. Present day requirements direct a need for improved post-flight data
handling than those of the past. These requirements are driven by the need to analyze
all the vehicle's parameters prior to the succeeding test flight, and to generate test
reports in a more cost effective and timely manner.

This paper defines the post-flight data distribution system at NAWCAD, Patuxent
River, explains how these tasks were handled in the past, and the development of a
real-time data storage designed approach for post-flight data handling. This
engineering design is then described explaining how it sets the precedence for
NAWCAD, Patuxent River's future plans; and how it provides the flight-test engineer
with the test vehicle's EU data immediately available post-flight at his desktop
processor.
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INTRODUCTION

Prior to 1973 at the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division, Flight Test &
Engineering Group (FTEG), formerly the Naval Air Test Center, flight test data was
primarily recorded on oscillographic recorders housed in a compartment in the test
aircraft. The aircraft was flown for the test flight and the data was analyzed over a
period of several months after the flight. This analysis required the reading of
oscillographic paper with a calibrated ruler and noting the galvanometer trace
deflection. The deflection was then recorded into a columnar format onto tableau pad.



At a later time, this data was then plotted on graph paper for engineering analyzation
and project report. From the reading of the oscillographic paper to the final plotted
data, all was done by human intervention, i.e., the trained eye recorded and plotted the
light beam trace deflections.

In addition to airborne oscillograph recorded parameters, the more critical parameters
were telemetered to a ground station, where once again, the data was displayed in raw
format onto light sensitive paper.

Many man-hours of intensive interaction were required to process a few minutes of
flight test data. In those days, the flight test engineer rarely saw the data within three
weeks after the test flight and the project report was typically generated six months
after the project's completion. There was no immediate way of knowing if a project's
data point was even reached. In any event, the instrumentation system was stripped
from the aircraft and the plane relocated to another facility upon completion of the test
program. Thus reflying the aircraft to make the data-point became an impossibility.

With the installation of the Navy's premier Real-time Telemetry Processing System
(RTPS) in 1973, flight defined critical parameters were immediately viewable to the
project engineer for safety of flight, project monitoring and preliminary analysis. The
data was presented in EU format onto CRT's, alphanumeric displays, and strip-chart
recorders. With all these display devices and the ability to process high-sample-rate
data, multiple data flights are flown daily. Also available as an added advantage, the
EU data was recorded onto 9-track tape for an even greater post-flight analysis via
high-speed processors remotely located. This opens the door for several advantages:
data and plots can be processed and formatted more quickly, a wider variety of data
and plot types can be formulated, and the data can be placed onto mainframe
diskpacks for posterity, time history and trend analysis. The time of presenting the
flight test engineer with all his test data in predefined formats is typically reduced
from the three weeks mentioned above to within three to six days after the test flight.
Project reports are now produced within two to three months after last flight
completion.

Though RTPS opened the door to many advantages in flight test data processing, two
significant disadvantages resulted. One, multiple data flights with a large number of
parameters dictate an ever imposing backlog in preliminary flight test analysis. This is
especially true with the transducers labeled "secondary", that is, those not analyzed
directly in the Project Engineering Station (PES) at the RTPS but at a time when the
data is processed either through telemetry or airborne tape replays or by Computer
Sciences Directorate's (CSD) Central Data Processor (CDP), the primary mechanism
for data archival and detailed post-flight processing. Secondly, two flight application



databases are maintained, i.e., one on the RTPS and another on the CDP. The
justification for two databases is simply that the calculated or derived parameters,
though looked at in real-time, are not available to the EU generated 9-track tapes, the
primary means for loading the flight data into the CDP. If a calculated or a
telemetered parameter that was not looked at in real-time failed or malfunctioned for
one reason or another, this would not be discovered until the three to six day period
when the project engineer would receive his data in detail. The transducers in question
would require replacement and recalibration. Possibly the flight would need to be
reflown. This problem adds not only additional costs but also delayment in valid data
being presented. It is to this end, i.e., the timely processing, the development, and the
distribution of post-flight data to the engineer's desktop that I shall address.

DISCUSSION

Realizing the necessity to produce flight-test reports in a timely manner coupled with
the desire to reduce post-telemetry support, i.e., reducing numerous telemetry
playbacks and required system processing, engineers from all test directorates and
support directorates formed a committee in 1989 to resolve these issues. Titling
themselves the Data Acquisition Processing Action Committee (DAPAC), they
considered the following:

1) What hardware resources currently exist at the flight test engineer's
immediate disposal?

2) What software packages (commercial) exist? What will have to be
developed?

3) What is available and what needs to be developed to transfer the data to a
desktop processor?

4) What recording media should be utilized?

The following requirements were stipulated by DAPAC:

1) The desktop processors are to have all-the-data-all-the-time, i.e., all samples
of telemetered and derived/calculated parameters.

2) The flight-test engineers are to have their data "in-hand" within thirty
minutes after leaving the RTPS.

Our answer for the first question establishes a directive for all the remaining
questions. All flight-test engineers have at their immediate disposal desktop
processors (IBM PC, PC-compatible, and Macintosh) which are utilized for report
generation (word-processing), most connected to an erasable optical disk within their
branch. This then would be an ideal starting point. The initial outlay in cost,



approximately 85%, exists. All that remains then is to develop the technology to
transpose the data into a format that the desktop processors can utilize. No where
could this author determine that such a mechanism existed: of sending high-sample
rate EU data to a desktop processor in near real-time.

To develop this concept, let us first consider the resources and capabilities of the
RTPS . FTEG's current methods, as discussed above, require the processing of the
telemetered data into EU tapes. The RTPS engineering unit processing bandwidth is
400K samples per second (sps). The engineering unit tape bandwidth is 150K sps,
limited by the physical capabilities and speed of the 9-track tape drives. Desktop
processors typically cannot import data directly at these rates. Also, EU tapes contain
only the telemetered parameters. Therefore, another means or mechanism needs to be
considered with the goal to contain not only the telemetered parameters but also the
calculated/derived parameters as well.

A further study of the RTPS reveals that raw telemetered data is converted into
engineering units by an Aydin Monitor S2K hosted by a Gould/Encore Model 32/67,
the Data Channel Processor (DCP). It is in the S2K that the samples of data are time
tagged and placed into Measurement Stream Buffers (MSB) and Current Value Tables
(CVT) in the DCP. The MSB's and CVT's are made available to the Display Host
Processor (DHP) and the Application Processor (APP) via shared memory (Figure 1).

Figure 1



As the CVT's contain the engineering unit values of the telemetered parameters, it is
in the APP that the calculated/derived parameters are formulated. Realizing the
origination of the calculated/derived parameters coupled with the TM parameters
reside in this processor, the APP, it would be most advantageous to begin here. Both
data sets can be routed and controlled by the project engineer to the APP's disk, and
then downloaded to 9-track binary tape either when the allotted buffer is full or when
the flight is completed. We call this instrument the General Data Collection (GDC) for
it is a generalized contrivance of capturing data. With this, the project engineer
defines the data collection sample rate and controls the starting/stopping of the
recording data. In contrast to EU tapes which contains all samples, GDC is a
quick-look mechanism which contains selected data samples. Note: Only the
parameters most urgently required or defined at the flight-test engineer's desecration
are selected along with the critical time points or maneuvers of interest. Some of the
parameters selected may not contain all samples and other parameters may contain
redundant samples. In any event, the designated calculated/derived parameters plus
the TM parameters are recorded and reside on the APP data disk in real-time.

The flight-test engineer now has all samples of all telemetered parameters on EU tape
plus the added advantage of the designated calculated/ derived parameters along with
the telemetered ones on a GDC tape. Two tapes! Addressing the former, the EU tape
requires special processing to decode plus the fact that flight conditions software is
required to run concurrently with the decoding to present all the data. With the later
tape, the GDC binary tape, contains both types of parameters, though not necessarily
all the data samples. In either case, post-flight processing is essential to present the
flight engineer his data. From past history, RTPS and CSD present the flight-test
engineer his data in plotted form using X-Y recorders and tabular printouts. The time
factor from end of a test flight to the engineer's desk has only been minimized, not
significantly reduced. Since the engineers cannot use the 9-track tapes and to satisfy
the second requirement of DAPAC, another alternative has to be developed.

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

Keeping the above in perspective, the best means of placing the data onto the
engineers desktops is to simulate their desktop on the RTPS. What does this mean?
The answer lies in the fact that the best mechanism of handling desktop data is to have
a desktop processor place the data into the correct floating-point format that it needs
itself. This concept is a straight-forward simple approach looking at the problem from
the flight-test engineer's perspective. However, several problems need to be resolved:



1) Can a desktop processor maintain direct data throughput when coupled to a
telemetry processor?

2) How can a desktop processor be interfaced to the RTPS?
3) What feedback-and-control is required? What needs to be developed?
4) What will be the form and format of the desktop data?

Realizing from our earlier discussion that the answer to our first question is no, an
alternative needs developing. Considering the GDC tape mechanism as described
above, if we continue the GDC concept, i.e., collect the data in real-time on disk, why
not carry this one step farther and download the data not-only to 9-track tape but also
to a desktop processor coupled to the APP in intermaneuver mode? The desktop
processor does not in effect then have to maintain real-time computational
performance, but only be concerned with the controlling the data flow from the APP
and its recording and transformation onto an optical disk media. This downloading of
the RTPS data to this desktop processor should then be done in the most efficient and
expeditious manner to minimize CPU processing and disk I/O on both the APP and
the desktop processor.

In developing such a prototype concept, the first alternative is to consider the interface
available or residing in the RTPS. One in particular that is used extensively
throughout the RTPS structure is a Gould/Encore High Speed Data (HSD) developed
interface. This is a full 32 bit data bus capable of 33M bit-per-second I/O. The HSD is
designed for high performance specialized processors. Desktop processors, in their
own realm, cannot match this throughput. The question now becomes can the desktop
processor emulate this HSD interface? Realizing this criteria, the availability of
commercial interfaces for desktop processors for this conceptual development was
initially considered. Discovering one such interface by Applied Data Sciences, Inc.
(ADS) of Dallas, Texas satisfied our requirements for the prototype and answers our
second question. ADS's interface resides in a desktop-PC and emulates the
Gould/Encore HSD. For this to become a reality, high-level "handshaking" code that
resides on the RTPS and complementing code on the desktop processor to receive and
control the data coming across the link was developed. It was decided to use "C"
language on the desktop processor as the 32 bit data can be managed more easily: the
32 bit wide data originating on the RTPS data disk and routed through the HSD has
now to be translated into 2 - 16 bit data words on the HSD emulated bus of the
desktop processor. Furthermore, these two words not only has to be bit swapped but
also word swapped. This swapping is done initially by the desktop emulation interface
and needs repeating in order that the bits come out in the correct sequence. To answer
our third question, a "wake-up" interrupt was designed to control the APP transferring
data through the HSD, the desktop emulated HSD, the desktop-PC's CPU and onto the



SCSI bus attached with an erasable optical disk, our final destination for data in binary
format. This platter was chosen because a good number presently exist at NAWCAD
test directorates, several flights of data can reside on one disk, selected maneuvers can
be located quickly, and they can be transported and used by the flight-test engineer on
his desktop processor. RTPS to desktop processor data transfer performance is
illustrated in Figure 4.

In reply to our fourth question, the binary data on the optical disk forms two files: a
data file which places the data sequentially, and a header file which defines the flight
identification information (Figure 2). The placement of binary data onto the optical

Figure 2 Partial Listing of Data Run #2 of ASCII File

media was deemed necessary because the long-term plan is to give the flight-test
engineer his data in this form and have him do the binary-to-ASCII conversion in a
specific structure tailored toward his analysis software: Microsoft Excel,
Kaleidagraph, Lotus 1-2-3, or The Math Works' Matlab to consider some frequently
used. The desktop code was formulated and written "in-house" for the
binary-to-ASCII transformation. This conversion combines the two binary files,
separates the data by record/maneuver, and appends parameter informational text. A
representative sample of the comma separated ASCII data can be seen in Figure 3. At
present too, the entire binary data file is converted to ASCII. Future goals define this
conversion to only convert designated maneuvers/events and specified parameters,
thereby reducing the transformation time on the desktop processor.

Let me briefly address the Macintosh desktop processors, which the majority of
FTEG's flight-test engineers use. Since the HSD emulated interface can only be
hosted in a desktop-PC, the binary data then needs to be transported from the PC's
optical disk to the optical disk on the Mac. Note too, that there exists a different
floating-point number representation between the IBM PC and PC-compatibles and



Figure 3 Partial Header File Listing

Figure 4



the Macintosh. This floating-point conversion is handled internally during the data
transformation. Current developments define coupling ADS's interface to an
IBM-DOS based processor interface by Orange-Micro' to link the Macintosh directly
to the HSD, thereby eliminating the desktop-PC altogether.

CONCLUSION

The prototype data distribution system represents a significant step forward in
post-flight data processing at NAWCAD's Flight Test & Engineering Group. This new
retrieval system demonstrates a reduction in the time it takes to get the data, a
reduction in the cost of doing analysis of a project and placing it into a flight test
report and at the same time it raises the level of proficiency of the engineers The
system can be tailored to satisfy changing technology as well as all DOD and civilian
telemetry processing systems. Further areas of exploration include but not limited: 1)
develop the capability of writing all-sampled data directly to the desktop's magnetic
media from the RTPS; and 2) adapt this system to the proposed NAWCAD base-wide
fiber optic link, thereby allowing the data to be sent from the RTPS to the engineer's
office via high-speed transmission in real-time.
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